Notes Migration Solutions

Migrate from Notes to Microsoft
Prepare for the Migration
Assess and Remediate Your Notes Environment
Binary Tree can provide an assessment of your messaging and directory infrastructures to
check their health and get them ready to be migrated to the Microsoft platform.
Assessments are remotely-delivered, fixed-fee services.

Establish Coexistence to Sustain User Collaboration through
the Migration
Enable Notes-to-Exchange Interoperability
The Notes Integration | CMT software ensures the high-fidelity interchange of email,
calendar entries, calendar free/busy availability, and mail-enabled applications to preserve
the workflow of your users, regardless of their migration status from Domino to Exchange.

Migrate Mail and Mail Archives to Exchange or Office 365
Migrate Notes Mail to Exchange
Notes Migrator | CMT is the most comprehensive software available for migrating from
Lotus Notes/Domino to Microsoft Office 365 and Exchange 2013. Notes Migrator | CMT
offers unmatched data fidelity, migration management, and migration throughout.

Move Notes Archives to Exchange
Binary Tree’s Notes Archive Migrator | CMT software simplifies the migration of local mail archives from Lotus
Notes NSF files to Microsoft Outlook PST files. Notes Archive Migrator | CMT manages the migration
notifications, tracking and processing for end users to seamlessly transition their local mail archives from Lotus
Notes to Outlook.

Plan and Prepare for Migration

Migrate Messaging and Applications

 Prepare your environment for
integration and migration

 Migrate Notes mail and archives to
Exchange or Office 365

 Establish interoperability so
migrated and non-migrated users
can continue to send emails, look
up contacts in a common
directory, and schedule and
update meetings by checking the
availability of their colleagues

 Migrate Notes applications to
SharePoint or Office 365

Manage User Adoption
 Supplement your help desk to support
end-users through the transition
 Accelerate user adoption of Office 365

Notes Migration Solutions

Migrate Notes Applications to SharePoint
or Office 365

Supplement Your Help Desk

Application Modernization

Binary Tree End-User Services brings peace of

Application Modernization creates a clear and
realistic approach for legacy application
transformation. You will save time and
money—not to mention gaining a more
efficient migration—by enabling all
collaboration and communication applications
to be evaluated and transformed, where
applicable, to the new platform.

Relax and Leave the Migration to Us
Migration-as-a-Service
Migration-as-a-Service is a low-stress, full-service approach
to migrations. You can stay focused on your core business
while Binary Tree handles your migration from end to end.
Binary Tree offers Migration-as-a-Service for any
migrations that involve IBM/Lotus Notes/Domino,
SharePoint, Exchange, and even Office 365.

End-User Services
mind to companies undergoing a technology
migration or transformation by offering
assistance to your end-users. With Binary EndUser Services, you gain a help center for
employees to call 24/7 with questions to guide
them through new technology. These vital
services enable companies to experience
higher adoption rates and more productive
employees.

Accelerate User Adoption with
Office 365 Managed Services
Surround365™
Binary Tree’s Surround365 managed service
unlocks the ROI from Office 365 with technical
support, coaching, and training for your endusers and management, monitoring and
reporting for your IT team.

“Binary Tree’s software has been used to
migrate millions of users from Lotus Notes to
Microsoft Office 365 and has proven
instrumental in the onboarding process.”
– General Manager, Microsoft Office 365

THE BINARY TREE ADVANTAGE
 A Microsoft Gold Partner in Cloud Productivity,
Messaging and Application Development

 Member of the strategic Microsoft Enterprise
Cloud Alliance

 More than 20 years of experience with migrations and
transformations for enterprise organizations

 2014 Messaging Microsoft Partner of the Year

 Migrated more than 8,000 clients and 42 million users,
including 7.5 million to Office 365
MKBR-0031-1801

 Unparalleled support and services for a high quality,
customer-focused experience
 ISO 27001 certified for assurance of quality and security
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